Literature Review Reveals a Global Access Inequity to Urban Green Spaces
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Abstract: Differences in the accessibility to urban resources between different racial and socioeconomic groups have exerted pressure on effective planning and management for sustainable city development. However, few studies have examined the multiple factors that may influence the mitigation of urban green spaces (UGS) inequity. This study reports the results of a systematic mapping of access inequity research through correspondence analysis (CA) to reveal critical trends, knowledge gaps, and clusters based on a sample of 49 empirical studies screened from 563 selected papers. Our findings suggest that although the scale of cities with UGS access inequity varies between countries, large cities (more than 1,000,000 population), especially in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs), are particularly affected. Moreover, the number of cities in which high socioeconomic status (high-SES) groups (e.g., young, rich, or employed) are at an advantage concerning access to UGS is substantially higher than the number of cities showing better accessibility for low-SES groups. Across the reviewed papers, analyses on mitigating interventions are sparse, and among the few studies that touch upon this, we found different central issues in local mitigating strategies between high-income countries (HICs) and LMICs. An explanatory framework is offered, explaining the interaction between UGS access inequity and local mitigating measures.
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1. Introduction

Over half of the world’s population now live in urban areas, and this proportion is projected to increase to about 75% by 2050 [1]. Urban green spaces (UGS), as the critical connection between the natural environment and human beings in cities, can deliver a variety of ecosystem services that increase both the life quality and resilience of urban dwellers [2–4]. Moreover, UGS have been linked to increased physical and mental well-being, reduced psychological morbidity, and enhanced social cohesion [5,6]. Urban residents might be particularly vulnerable to the disparity between green, blue, and built infrastructures under the complicated circumstances of the multiple interacting ecological, social, and technological drivers of urban expansion. At the same time, disparities in access to UGS have been found among groups with different socioeconomic statuses (SES, often measured by income, education, and occupation), and this inequity has been investigated in different geographical settings. Access to UGS has been further conceptualized by Rigolon [7] in the light of three aspects—proximity, quantity, and quality—to compare...
empirical studies in high-income countries (HICs), and the geographical differences between inner-city areas (where UGS are relatively sparse and low-income residents are frequent) and suburbs might also contribute to access inequity. A recent comparative study of 290 Chinese cities revealed ubiquitous differences in UGS exposure between old and newly urbanized areas [8]. Rapidly urbanizing cities have been confronted with the sustainability issue of urban green system development and adding new parks might cause the increase in nearby housing prices and subsequent neighboring gentrification [9,10]. Although this inequity has been quantified and mapped, the underlying mechanisms of UGS access inequity and potential mitigation measures are not fully understood. Economic development and urban afforestation-related policies might exert divergent impacts on UGS distributions [11]. A review of the local contexts moderating UGS access inequality in various cities across different countries and continents may provide critical insights in this field of research.

The past two decades have seen increasing concerns related to UGS access and associated inequity. Empirical studies have been published in journals from various disciplines, including land use, urban planning, sustainable science, public health, and environmental science [12]. Research related to access inequity has focused on the disparity among groups based on income, age, gender, education, family structure, employment, race, and ethnicity. Previous research attempted to identify the critical areas of access inequity in densely populated areas [13] of a city, or the newly developed areas in a city’s rural or suburban areas [14]. Moreover, quantitative models have been developed and applied to reveal unfairness in the provision of UGS facilities, especially the quantity and proximity aspects of accessibility [15]. Another significant concern that accompanies the inequity is its consequences for social interaction and health inequalities [16]. To improve human health and well-being, various forms of UGS in different communities of a city require elaborate design, planning, and management [17,18]. Therefore, in urban areas, the associations between access inequity to UGS and human health inequities at both local and regional scales are important. Furthermore, more epidemiological evidence that combines spatially explicit urban environment data with socioeconomic conditions and individual health data is needed to dissect the individual and societal effects of inequity in the proximity, quantity, and quality of UGS. Mitigating inequity in access to green spaces in urban environments could deliver a triple win, including strengthened social cohesion, improved health outcomes, and sustainable urban ecosystems. Nevertheless, few systematic reviews of empirical studies on this topic have been published, and a synthesis of the findings and remaining gaps in knowledge is lacking.

The main objectives of this study were to reveal the relationship between city-scale access inequity from global empirical studies, examine the multiple factors that may influence the mitigation of UGS inequity, and provide a systematic map to identify the gaps and clusters in research on inequity in access to UGS. We expect that our effort to collate evidence covering the field’s breadth will stimulate future research on UGS access inequity.

2. Methods
2.1. Literature Search

To conduct a systematic review of the literature on spatial accessibility to UGS in the context of inequity, we searched the databases of the Web of Science focused on empirical studies from 2000 to 2020. We focused on empirical studies using the method of equity mapping, which was developed in the late 1990s [7], and thus, we did not search studies published before 2000. We searched papers in peer-reviewed journals using the following multiple terms: (greenspace * or green space * or open space * or urban park * or park * or playground *) AND (access * or “accessibility” or “spatial distribution” or “provision” or equit * or inequ * or disparit * or “socioeconomic” or “socioeconomic” or “income”). Studies were identified and screened with the following criteria:
(i) English language and full text available: Only studies published in English and studies with available full-text versions were included. Comments, conference abstracts, book chapters, and reviews were excluded.

(ii) Empirical research: Studies that demonstrated accessibility using spatial data with a quantitative measure under the scope of proximity, quantity, or quality were included. Purely descriptive studies were excluded.

(iii) Index of inequity: Studies that performed inequity analysis were required to include a quantitative measure related to socioeconomic or ethnic status.

(iv) Study objects: Studies that focused on the intra-city inequity pattern were included. Studies that targeted more than one city but performed intra-city quantitative analysis for each city were also included. Multi-city studies that solely assessed inter-city differences were excluded.

The literature search initially identified a total of 563 articles, of which 118 articles were further screened in full text (Figure 1) after the title and abstract screening. In total, 49 studies were included in the review (Table 1).
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**Figure 1.** The conceptual diagram for the literature search process.

**Table 1.** Articles selected for systematic mapping.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s) and Date</th>
<th>Author(s) and Date</th>
<th>Author(s) and Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Astell-Burt et al. [22]</td>
<td>Bahrami et al. [23]</td>
<td>Barbosa et al. [24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruton et al. [25]</td>
<td>Chen et al. [26]</td>
<td>Comber et al. [27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craddock et al. [28]</td>
<td>Dadvand et al. [29]</td>
<td>Dai [15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>de Mola et al. [30]</td>
<td>Engelberg et al. [31]</td>
<td>Feng et al. [32]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gu et al. [33]</td>
<td>Guo et al. [34]</td>
<td>He et al. [35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoffmann et al. [36]</td>
<td>Iraegui et al. [37]</td>
<td>Jenkins et al. [38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Rosa et al. [41]</td>
<td>Lara-Valencia &amp; Garcia-Perez [42]</td>
<td>Lara-Valencia &amp; Garcia-Perez [43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lin et al. [44]</td>
<td>Manta et al. [45]</td>
<td>Nero [46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park et al. [47]</td>
<td>Rahman &amp; Zhang [48]</td>
<td>Reyes et al. [49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sathyakumar et al. [50]</td>
<td>Schule et al. [51]</td>
<td>Shen et al. [52]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugiyama et al. [53]</td>
<td>Tan et al. [54]</td>
<td>Tan &amp; Samsudin [55]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tian et al. [56]</td>
<td>Tu et al. [57]</td>
<td>Wei [58]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weiss et al. [59]</td>
<td>Wende et al. [60]</td>
<td>Xiao et al. [14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xu et al. [61]</td>
<td>Yang et al. [62]</td>
<td>Zhang et al. [63]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhou &amp; Kim [64]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2. Coding Methods to Perform Research Synthesis

To analyze the articles that met the review criteria, we used research feature variables to code the studies for synthesis. The codes were key variables for correspondence analysis (CA), including the type of access to UGS, measures of SES, findings for inequity, the country characteristics of the studied city, the population of the studied city, the spatial and temporal analysis scale, and the intervention analysis (Table 2). These variables were adopted to find critical trends, research gaps, and clusters in access inequity.

Table 2. Coded variables for correspondence analysis (CA).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code Variables</th>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of access studied</td>
<td>Proximity</td>
<td>Distance to UGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quantity</td>
<td>Amount or coverage of UGS within given areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>Multi-dimensional features of UGS (e.g., amenities, safety, biodiversity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>Two or more aspects of access were studied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measures of SES</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Only one measure of SES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>Two or more measures of SES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inequity</td>
<td>Yes/No</td>
<td>Studies defined as “Yes” explicitly stated that they found differences in access to UGS among groups of different SES status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country characteristics</td>
<td>HICs</td>
<td>The city (or cities) studied in the article is in a high-income country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LMICs</td>
<td>The city (or cities) studied in the article is in a low- or middle-income country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City size</td>
<td>More than 1,000,000</td>
<td>The population of the studied city; the multi-city studies containing one city of more than 1,000,000 population were also coded into this category</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Less than 1,000,000</td>
<td>The population of the studied city (or cities)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal scale</td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>The empirical analyses were based on data at a single point in time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Longitudinal</td>
<td>The empirical analyses were based on multiple-year data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial scale</td>
<td>Single scale</td>
<td>Results were analyzed at a single spatial resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multiple scales</td>
<td>Results were analyzed at different spatial resolutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions</td>
<td>Yes/No</td>
<td>Studies defined as “Yes” mentioned the influence of local policy, planning, or initiatives on inequity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: HICs: high-income countries; LMICs: low- and middle-income countries; UGS: urban green spaces.

2.3. Evolution of Quantitative Models for Estimating UGS Accessibility

Various methods were applied to quantify the accessibility of UGS, and hence, we summarized the changes in those quantitative approaches in the articles analyzed in this study. We mapped the evolution of quantitative models on a time axis. Furthermore, we categorized the studies according to three typical aspects (i.e., quantity, proximity, and quality) of access to UGS [7] and listed the years of publication and the corresponding number of those publications (Supplementary, Figure S1).

2.4. Spatial Distribution of the Studied Cities and Access Inequity

To further illustrate the distribution patterns of studied cities, we analyzed the empirical studies according to their geographical areas. The single analysis unit of a country might not imply the varied spatial distribution patterns of the city under examination; we classified the studied cities by the population scale to which they belong. Accordingly, we checked each paper and recorded the specific city, county, or district that had been its focus on and then mapped the distribution using the vector data from the Database of Global Administrative Areas (GADM) for administrative subdivisions (https://gadm.org/, accessed on 17 February 2021).
The SES of urban residents can be identified from income, education, gender, age, housing price, employment, as well as ethnic/racial factors. Previous studies from HICs tended to emphasize the inequity of UGS accessibility among different ethnic groups (e.g., white or Latino), and most studies from LMICs did not analyze the variations of accessibility from the aspect of ethnic/racial groups. We gathered the advantage or disadvantage patterns from the 49 included articles and checked the inequity pattern of access to UGS.

2.5. Visualizing the Synthesis Analysis with Correspondence Analysis

Systematic mapping has been accepted as an effective method to describe and identify the characteristics of evidence synthesis. Given that the objectives of the review were not to answer a specific question about access inequity occurrence, but to present a broad synthesis of the access inequity research field to identify future study priorities, we did not choose meta-analysis but adopted CA as a combination of quantitative and qualitative measurement [65]. CA could facilitate the visualization of multiple features from reviewed studies in one figure through a display of a few dimensions. This method has been widely used in social sciences [66] and is now increasingly adopted in urban ecology [67,68], using novel data visualization methods to translate the evidence into a vital message for policymakers [69,70].

In this study, we characterized the individual empirical study using the nominal variables in Table 2 to link studies together and generated frequencies and two-way contingency tables. Mathematically, CA provides the spatial representation of similarity, similar to the principal component analysis, based on the chi-squared distance. Accordingly, we used CA to study the similarities between those empirical studies and examined whether some of those categories were closely related to each other. CA could visually display the rows and columns of the two-way contingency tables and describe the relationships between the categories of each variable. The CA biplots for the distribution pattern of variables could be used as an objective and effective method to demonstrate their interdependence. Specifically, a higher proximity of categories indicates a higher correspondence, and the same domain of the categories’ location according to the axes means a positive clustering, which could elucidate the key trends of the research field. To conduct CA, in this study, we used the R package ‘FactoMineR’ [71] to create the CA plots [6].

3. Results

3.1. The Global Distribution Patterns of City-Scale and Access Inequity

Table 3 presents the spatial distribution of the studied cities. We found very few studies in large areas of LMICs (e.g., Africa, South America, South Asia, Southeast Asia, eastern Europe, and Russia). Specifically, the majority of cities in these studies are on the scale of more than a population of 1,000,000 people, such as Munich, New York City, Sydney, and Beijing. It is noteworthy that studies in LMICs, especially China, predominantly emphasized large cities with a population of more than 5,000,000 people (blue circles). Comparatively, the distribution of studied cities in Europe and North America covered a broader range of city-scale.

Table 4 shows the access inequity of each studied city, and we found a global inequity in access to UGS. The number of cities where the high-SES groups were advantaged was substantially larger than that of cities showing better accessibility for the low-SES groups. However, we found that the proportion of cities demonstrating inequity in LMICs (84.2%) is slightly smaller than that in HICs (78.8%). Specifically, previous studies did not find significant inequity in accessibility to UGS for Tehran [23], Sheffield [24], Barcelona [29], Seattle [31] and Phoenix [43], Catania [41], and Beijing [57]. Those cities are distributed in three continents of Asia, Europe, and North America. By contrast, studies carried out for Sydney [22], New York City [59], and Shanghai [14] obtained the opposite conclusions and found the advantageous status of low-SES groups in terms of accessibility to UGS.
Table 3. The city-scale (population) distributions from the reviewed empirical studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City Scale</th>
<th>City Number</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5,000,000 and greater</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Australia, Bangladesh, Chile, China, Columbia, Ghana, Iran, Mexico, Peru, Singapore, South Korea, US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000,000 to 5,000,000</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Argentina, Australia, Bolivia, Canada, Germany, India, Japan, Spain, Syria, US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500,000 to 1,000,000</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Brazil, Mexico, UK, US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250,000 to 500,000</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Italy, Portugal, UK, US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100,000 to 250,000</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>US</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. The distribution of access inequity from the reviewed empirical studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Access Inequity</th>
<th>City Number</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Found</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Argentina, Australia, Bangladesh, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, China, Columbia, Germany, Ghana, Japan, India, Mexico, Peru, Portugal, Singapore, South Korea, Syria, US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Found</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>China, Australia, Iran, Italy, Spain, UK, US</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Those three cities are distributed in Asia, North America, and Oceania. There has been more than one study carried out on New York City, and the conclusion of inequity or equity is not absolute due to the research approach and data availability. Equitably distributed across different social groups might be the ideal goal of policymakers and practitioners. Xiao et al. [14] used the spatial clustering method to assess the social equity of accessibility to urban parks and found that two typical vulnerable groups (i.e., laid-off workers and rural migrants) are more favored over more affluent residents in Shanghai. They pointed out that this phenomenon might be attributed to the local municipal endeavors in ensuring the socially equitable access to parks, and it is noteworthy that the authors emphasized the critical influence of the planning legacy of China’s socialist era. The study by Astell-Burt et al. [22] adopted the negative binomial and logit regression model to examine the inequitable distribution through a cross-city comparison and found the varied magnitude between cities and the intra regions within a city. They inferred that because of urban sprawl, those suburbs distant from business centers could have cheaper land and more green space.

3.2. Interventions for Access Inequity Mitigation

Figure 2 shows the major factors of SES in those 49 empirical articles on access inequity. The income and age traits of the residents might be the most important aspects to consider when mitigating the inequity in access to UGS. Meanwhile, a few studies focused on gender, employment, or/and family structure traits. While a local, targeted urban greening policy might result in the inequity pattern of access to parks, it can also act as an effective amelioration measure to address this issue [72,73]. However, across the reviewed papers, we found that analyses of mitigating interventions are sparse, and inadequate attention has been paid to the implementation phase and to evaluating the effects of specific local policies, planning, or practical initiatives to improve accessibility and mitigate inequity. Table 5 lists the interventions described in the reviewed articles. Research on large cities in the USA (i.e., Atlanta and Boston), and China (i.e., Beijing, Hangzhou, Nanjing, and Shanghai), place their policy influence analysis in their discussion sections. Scholars focused on initiatives related to local social structures (e.g., Singapore), long-term urban master plans, or current investment in parks. The policies from two empirical studies in the US [15,28] focused on redeveloping urban parks and paid attention to the parks’ quality features (e.g., safety). Nevertheless, mitigation policies in the empirical studies in China shown in Table 5
mainly referred to the improvement of park areas and the walking time or distance to UGS, emphasizing the quantity and proximity aspects of accessibility. Notably, for Singapore, a typical multicultural city, social harmony might be the theme of urban green space planning and inequity mitigation interventions.

To find critical trends, knowledge gaps, and clusters in access inequity research, we used key variables (Table 2) for CA to code the reviewed studies to produce a systematic map. The correspondence biplot (Figure 3) shows the diversity of approaches applied in access inequity research (blue text). The distance between any points or text gives a measure of their similarity. The plot displays the first two dimensions, which together explained 43.3% of the total variability (Table S1) in study features.

There is a small angle between the lines of the feature “proximity” and a lack of intervention analyses, as well as a small angle between studies measuring “quality” and adopting multiple measures of SES in the negative quadrant (Table S2). UGS “proximity” is the primary measure of accessibility (59% of the final studies for synthesis), and studies that analyzed access inequity under the scope of “quality” contributed the smallest proportion (Table S3). A total of 39 articles used multiple measures, and the proportion of adopting multiple measures of SES for “proximity”, “quality”, and “quantity” is 76.7%, 87.5%, and 85.2%, respectively (Table S4). The variable “proximity” displays the highest proportion (23.3%) for the research approach of using a single SES index. The proximity indicator weights the user’s specified distance to measure the possibility of reaching an urban park, and the advance in access inequity research since 2000 has been accompanied by the increasing availability of spatial data and enhanced geographical information system (GIS) features, particularly the ArcGIS Network Analyst. The classic article of Dai (2011) [15] in the journal of Landscape and Urban Planning reported significantly poorer access to green spaces for neighborhoods with a higher proportion of African Americans in Atlanta. The author introduced a Gaussian-based two-step floating catchment (2SFCA) to assess the proximity, aiming to identify the key areas for intervention to address disparities. From the reviewed studies, the frequency of studies for “proximity” peaked in 2017 and kept being the dominant measure thereafter (Figure S1).
### Table 5. Policies or interventions to mitigate access inequity described in the reviewed articles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Study Location</th>
<th>Urban Green Space Planning and Inequity Mitigation Initiatives</th>
<th>Goals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cradock et al., 2005 [28]</td>
<td>Boston, USA</td>
<td>Renovation by the Boston Parks and Recreation Department</td>
<td>Improve the safety of playgrounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dai, 2011 [15]</td>
<td>Atlanta, USA</td>
<td>Atlanta beltline redevelopment plan (Atlanta Development Authority, 2005)</td>
<td>Create 1200 acres of new or expanded parks; Improvements to over 700 acres of existing parks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tan and Samsudin, 2017 [55]</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>Ethnic Integration Policy</td>
<td>Maintain a racial mix quota in public housing estates and avoid forming racial enclaves in residential areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tu et al., 2018 [57]</td>
<td>Beijing, China</td>
<td>Urban Green Space System Planning (2004–2020)</td>
<td>Fund and build more than 100 public urban parks with a total area of 1700 hectares during 2005–2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wei, 2017 [58]</td>
<td>Hangzhou, China</td>
<td>Urban Green Space System Planning in Hangzhou</td>
<td>Recommend a 2 km distance for city parks and a 1–2 km for district parks with driving by private vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The Green Space Planning in Hangzhou</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The Public Open Space Planning in Hangzhou</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiao et al., 2017 [14]</td>
<td>Shanghai, China</td>
<td>The 13th Five Year Plan’s Public Green Space Special Plan (Ministry of Housing and Urban–Rural Development of the People’s Republic of China, 2015)</td>
<td>Reduce the walking distance to public green space in the city proper to 500 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gu et al., 2017 [33]</td>
<td>Shanghai, China</td>
<td>Shanghai Master Plan (2015–2040)</td>
<td>Develop a new urban–rural parks system by 2040 to improve the accessibility of public green spaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al., 2019 [63]</td>
<td>Nanjing, China</td>
<td>The Planning of Nanjing City Parks (2017–2035)</td>
<td>Recommend that people enjoy a 10 min walk to the community-level park and a 20 min walk to the district-level park.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The variables “Without Interventions analyses” and “proximity” show similar trajectories in the CA biplot. There is either a weak or no correlation between “proximity” and “quantity” or “quality”. UGS “quality” accounts for the least proportion in those studies that lack intervention analyses (Table S5). Both the proximity and quantity metrics ignore the inner characteristics of urban parks, and likely, that UGS quality is among the attributes that continually attracts nearby residents to visit those parks. A comparative study in a large US metropolitan area found significant differences in quality (i.e., location, care and maintenance, and entertainment value) between groups with different household income characteristics [38]. The influence of park quality on park usage might vary by gender, and the groups of active or female users could be significantly affected [40]. However, both of the above-mentioned empirical studies did not move forward to corresponding inequity-mitigating initiatives analysis.

There is a strong correlation between the studies in LMICs and studies in city sizes of more than 1,000,000 in the positive quadrant. Studies showing significant inequity of access were less distributed (32%) in LMICs (Table S6). However, the large angle between the lines of the feature “inequity” and cities in developing countries and the long distance between the two features indicate weak or no correlation. Although studies in LMICs have focused on large cities and found prevalent inequity, there has been a global inequity pattern despite the scenarios of LMICs or HICs.
Figure 3. Biplot of the correspondence analysis with the 49 included studies. The studies are in gray points and characteristics (from Table 2) are in blue text. This symmetric plot shows the distribution pattern within the data. The percentage of explained variances of the first two dimensions are shown in the axes’ labels. The distance between any points or text gives a measure of their similarity. Long lines of the text or points to the origin indicate a strong association. Small angles between two lines of text that point to the origin indicate associations. Lines with angles near 180 degrees present negative associations.

The variables of “Multiple_Spatial_Scales” and “Longitudinal_Analyses” showed a high level of similarity. Among the 49 reviewed articles for CA, only several articles were found to analyze the temporal dynamics of access inequity or analyzed inequity at different spatial scales (Tables S7 and S8). Wei [58] conducted a longitudinal study of Hangzhou, a megacity in China, and revealed the overall increase in park accessibility (i.e., proximity) from 2000 to 2010. This multi-temporal research was based on data acquisition from a variety of sources (i.e., statistical yearbooks, local government planning, and satellite images), but Wei found that neither access nor changes in access are significantly associated with the selected socioeconomic variables. Tan and Samsudin [55] explored the scale effects by comparing the park provisions and spatial equity from three different planning units (i.e., region, planning area, and subzones). They observed the pattern of stronger inequity with smaller scales in Singapore. To demonstrate the inequity variations, longitudinal and multi-spatial-scale research should address the challenge of overcoming socioeconomic
and UGS distribution data availability and the selection of fitted statistical analysis models to reveal the mechanism of inequity dynamics.

4. Discussion

The global distribution map shows that studies have been concentrated in cities (blue circles) with more than 1,000,000 people, and large cities are predominantly affected by the inequity in access to UGS in LMICs. General interest in large cities might result from the fact that more data were available for large cities than for small cities in LMICs, as national governments tend to emphasize the sustainable development of capital cities and give priority to the budget for the census survey [74]. Population statistics data have been typically adopted to calculate accessibility when quantitative models (e.g., the 2SFCA were applied. The 2SFCA model was first proposed by Radke and Mu [75] to study spatial accessibility based on resource supplies and population demands. However, the administrative geographic units for the demographic data varied in many cases, and the spatialization method of population data to reduce the spatial mismatch between the urban park provision and population distribution pattern has not been investigated effectively. Recently, prognosis areas (sub-district level) in Berlin [13], US Census data by block group boundaries in Boston [28], and neighborhoods in Denver [76] were chosen as units from which demographic information was extracted. These studies assumed that the population is evenly distributed within the statistical unit, and therefore, they ignored the exceptionally high heterogeneity of population distribution in urban environments. The lack of spatialized population data of high resolution has been a limitation to improving inequity evaluation accuracy [77]. Tan et al. [54] used land cover type and demographic data to build a geographically weighted regression (GWR) model and generated the population grid map of 150 m resolution. They used the fine-scale population in their network analysis to obtain precise coverage data of different levels of accessibility. The input data of small-scale units for accessibility models can help diagnose the critical areas of spatial disparities to guide urban planning. Indeed, fine-scale building data could be incorporated into models for the grid map of demographic data [78], but those auxiliary data are often difficult to obtain.

The willingness of residents in large cities to visit urban forests might be influenced by the quality, due to various demands for recreation and relaxation [79]. The previous quantitative supply-demand models (e.g., the 2SFCA model), assuming that people are willing to visit nearby parks, might not work well if those parks are not aesthetically pleasing. Existing reviews have presented evidence suggesting that inequities of park quantity and quality exist in HICs and LMICs and that LMICs experienced a more consistent pattern of quality inequity than proximity and quantity [7,12]. Despite the recognized attraction of high park quality, present studies, in terms of urban park supply, have primarily focused on the presence/absence issues of urban parks rather than the intra-park characteristics. One of the most important reasons for this gap mentioned above is that researchers in this field may commonly rely on vector data (i.e., planning data for road and park boundaries). Admittedly, planning data could meet the research needs, to some extent, to demonstrate the inequality pattern of park coverage and proximity to urban residents. However, not enough is known about park quality, including vertical forest structure, vegetation type, landscape fragmentation, diversity, and complexity, all of which might influence the various ecosystem functions and services and could be effectively assessed using multi-source data [80,81]). The increasing availability of high-resolution, remote sensing data (e.g., images from QuickBird, Worldview, and SPOT satellites) and the LiDAR cloud data will allow for the spatially explicit evaluation of inequity concerning park quality. Future studies need to consider the increasing demand of urban residents to enjoy high-quality parks and explore the access inequity of parks at different quality levels in more detail. Future quantitative analyses should also focus on quantifying park-quality-related variables, such as forest structure, landscape diversity, and landscape fragmentation. More attention
should be given to the integrated approach to strengthen the understanding of the driving mechanisms for park access inequity.

Of the existing access inequity studies, the majority are single-phase studies; hence, they lack a longitudinal analysis. A temporal comparative study can identify causal relationships between access inequity and its driving factors (e.g., socioeconomic, policy, or urban planning factors) and accordingly facilitate UGS planning optimization. The historical trajectories of infrastructure construction during the rapid urbanization process have shaped the spatial patterns of park access. Therefore, accessibility could be treated as a process with multiple dimensions rather than as an established state or outcome. The pioneering investigation of park access dynamics took place in Hangzhou, China [58]. This study demonstrated the predominant role of park investment on individual sub-districts to improve overall accessibility, but the research in Hangzhou did not show significant differences among socioeconomic groups in terms of park access variations. Barriers to the development of the study of the dynamics of access inequity are mainly due to the availability of multi-temporal park distribution data and place-based socioeconomic data [6]. In the future, multidisciplinary cooperation with training and skills presents an opportunity to make full use of multi-source data, detect the reasons that may cause inequity, and to help evaluate current policies efficiency through dynamic analyses. City planners and policymakers should focus on those areas and groups of people experiencing decreasing accessibility and those priority zones that have already benefited from effectively implemented initiatives to ameliorate access inequity. We found very few studies in large areas of LMICs and the possible reasons that most of the empirical studies on UGS equity are located in western Europe, China, Australia, and the US might be local urbanization processes and the high demand of UGS for public health [58,60]. Since the US and China have been the major contributors to the publications in this field and have accumulated spatially explicit studies for individual cities, one of the pressing research areas is the comparison of park accessibility and the changes in accessibility among socioeconomic groups. Furthermore, the urban land structure could significantly influence the provision of UGS [82]. Thus, taking the different spatiotemporal patterns of urbanization in China and the US into account might enrich the research on spatial and temporal access inequity to UGS.

Advances in research on UGS access inequity have profoundly enhanced our understanding of the effects of the provision of UGS on social inequity. However, research on the contribution of interventions to improve access inequity remains a nascent field with substantial knowledge deficits. Hunter et al. [83] identified 6997 articles when reviewing the equity effect of urban green space interventions (only 38 articles were finally included) and found that there was too little evidence to draw firm conclusions. Both the political and scientific communities have acknowledged the importance of UGS, and it is the practical intervention strategies that could tackle the inequity issue in local urban contexts. Furthermore, to avoid exacerbated inequity, local governments must propose new initiatives, especially projects that would benefit regions with deficit residents. Cost-effective ways of green infrastructure network optimization, such as nature-based solutions, should be adopted to increase access to green spaces [84]. However, some cities may not prioritize urban planning in the creation of UGS and might prioritize industrial development and economic growth. The access equity issue may also be compromised by real-estate investment. Therefore, the governance, planning, and maintenance measures regarding the construction and redevelopment of UGS should not be detached from the urbanization traits. In particular, the temporal and spatial patterns of urban land expansion and urban population growth could help us to understand the formation mechanism of access inequity. Local interventions should be proposed based on public surveys and in situ research to guarantee the effectiveness of specific measures [85]. UGS access is not a single-dimension issue of green infrastructure, and therefore, the corresponding adjustment of a city’s non-biotic or gray structures, especially the transport system, should be appropriately incorporated into the UGS planning system [60]. Sound UGS inequity mitigation policies, sensitive to the
demographic distribution of income, age, ethnicity, or other social vulnerabilities, are much
needed to effectively narrow the inequity gap. In the future, a combination of quantitative
and qualitative methods might be essential to evaluate the effectiveness of policies and
help policymakers find the pathways through which the inequity-intensifying impacts
emerge. Scholarly local studies focusing on a given policy from a specific disciplinary view,
and interdisciplinary considerations by the architectural, engineering, and construction
professions are needed to enrich the research and develop new practical guidelines for
urban green space planning. More studies are needed to uncover the access inequity issues
for cities of LMICs with high populations concentrated in their urban areas.

5. Conclusions

We reported a systematic mapping of access inequity research based on a sample of
49 empirical studies screened from 563 selected papers. Although the scale of cities with
UGS access inequity varies between countries, large cities (more than 1,000,000 population),
especially in LMICs, are particularly affected. Disparities of UGS were found among
different SES groups, and access inequity was investigated in different geographical settings.
Across the reviewed papers, analyses on mitigating interventions are sparse. Using CA
methodology, we found the critical trends, knowledge gaps, and clusters of this research
field and underscored the incorporation of the UGS access inequity factor into urban
planning and management to avoid exacerbated pressures on the sustainable development
of cities. We provided the explanatory framework for the interaction between access inequity and local mitigating measures and have called for interdisciplinary cooperation
by architectural, engineering, and construction professionals to reduce access inequity to
UGS. In future research, it will be necessary to conduct comparative studies in various
cities across different countries or continents for a comprehensive understanding of the
factors that may influence the mitigation of this inequity.
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